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Inside you'll find the essential principles of radiation and the technical skills necessary for the safe

and effective use of radiation in the dental office. The book serves as both a textbook and training

manual by providing comprehensive coverage of basic theory and complete technical instruction.

Procedures are presented in a detailed step-by-step format with accompanying illustrations,

rationales, and charting notes. Includes a new interactive student CD-ROM.Chapters are short with

topics separated into easy-to-digest sections.Content is divided into six parts, covering all

necessary aspects of dental radiographyStep-by-step procedures throughout the chapters include

rationales and charting notes along with essential illustrations and photos to demonstrate

techniques properly.Quiz questions for each chapter help students assess knowledge and

comprehension.Example boxes are used throughout the chapters to further explain a process or

why it is performed a certain way.An interactive CD-ROM, included in every book, features a variety

of interactive exercises such as radiograph mounting and mastering steps in equipment assembly;

animations to visualize key concepts of how digital radiographs are produced, panoramic

positioning errors, and what happens within the dental x-ray tube; and patient case studies in the

same format as the national board exam.New chapters on Descriptive Terminology and

Interpretation of Restorations, Dental Materials, and Foreign Objects to ensure students know these

topics inside and out, before they're tested on them when they take the national board exam.
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while the book is fairly easy to read and organized, there are many errors. There are several places

where Maxillary and Mandibular words are interchanged or incorrectly identified such as in the

bisecting angles chapter. The tests at the end of several chapters have obvious errors that even

teachers could not explain. The answer key the instructors had also gave incorrect answers

sometimes. There is no answer key in the book for students to access which makes

self-testing/studying less effective.Plus the pages fall out easily after little use.These types of

mistakes make me doubt information in the book that may actually be accurate.This is not a

completely useless book, but by college standards, i find these type of errors unacceptable.

Book had all the information and was very helpful, but was cheaply made and the pages would fall

out.

This book is exactly what I was looking for. It gave me all the information I needed to pass my

National Board Certification in Dental Radiography. It gave me techniques, study questions, and the

entire exam online so I can test my knowledge. Thank You, !

I received my book promptly and in good condition, would definately utilize these services again and

make recommendations to my friends and family

Easy to read, clear pictures and comprehensive topics. Overall this is a good radiology reference for

dentistry and I recommend it for all who might need more visual aids to understand the types of

different radiographs.

It's a big help

Book is great I learned a lot from it and I just ot my x ray license ! Very good book! In great

condition!

I got the book way before I expected, and from the outside everything looked new. As i started using

the book, I realized that it had pages missing from the end of the chapter. I was disappointed in that

but luckily my professor prints out these pages for the class since they are review questions.
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